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Restoring Workplace Communication Networks after Downsizing: The Effects of Time on Information Flow and Turnover Intentions
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One of the effects of a corporate layoff is the interruption of communication networks for employees who remain in the workplace. Since information that passes along these informal networks is part of the lifeblood of any workplace, remaining employees struggle to reestablish network connections after a layoff is completed. Access to information and their status as a central point in a network are key elements in workers’ satisfaction with their work situation, and as such have a strong influence on turnover intentions. This study measured pre- and post-downsizing information flow and post-downsizing turnover intentions of downsizing survivors in the corporate office of an international hotel company. Using a combination of network analysis and path analysis, the study examined the relationship between changes in downsizing survivors’ betweenness centrality (that is, the extent to which information transmits through them) and perceptions of information adequacy relative to reported turnover intentions at two months after the layoffs and at four months. The study found that an increase in network members’ centrality augmented their perceptions of information adequacy, which in turn reduced their turnover intentions. The study also found that turnover intentions diminished at some point between two and four months after the layoff, in conjunction with stabilization of the communication network. While the study’s population is relatively small (97 individuals), the implications are clear that managers should consider ways to assist remaining employees establish communication pathways after a corporate downsizing. A longer and more technical version of this report is published as “Downsizing Survivors’ Communication Networks and Reactions: An Examination of Information Adequacy and Turnover Intentions,” in Communication Research, Vol. 34, No. 2 (2007), pp. 156–184.
The hospitality industry is in constant flux, as lean years alternate with boom times and companies merge or divest product lines. Hotel and restaurant companies typically face continual challenges in their operating environment, such as increasing competition, shrinking market share, increasing operating expenses, shrinking profit margins, shareholder activism, hostile takeovers, buyouts, and acquisitions. One inevitable result of such turbulence is corporate downsizing.
In the restaurant sector alone during the past year, for example, we have seen several industry giants transformed or acquired. Outback Steakhouse was purchased by a private equity firm and is now privately held. Applebee’s was purchased by IHOP; Rare Hospitality was purchased by Darden; Darden sold its Smokey Bones restaurants after shuttering more than 30 locations; and Brinker sold its Corner Bakery brand and is looking to sell Romano’s Macaroni Grill. These are just a few examples of the changes that are taking place throughout the industry.

Regardless of the reason for changes, companies tend to consolidate their existing resources when changes occur, including making reductions to their workforce. As organizations make such reductions, employees who survive the downsizing must deal with changes in work processes and communication patterns.

Those who have observed or experienced organizational downsizing know that it is a disruptive process that affects the communication patterns, perceptions, and attitudes of remaining employees. Among the changes that downsizing survivors are likely to face are the loss of ties to information sources and the loss of direct and indirect links to individuals with power and influence in the employee network. While existing studies provide valuable insights into the effects of downsizing on individuals’ attitudes, little research examines downsizing’s influence on remaining employees over time. A lack of attention to downsizing’s long-term effects is particularly surprising given that: (a) communication network reconfigurations are likely to have considerable impact on organizational power and influence structures, work processes, and employee attitudes; and (b) it is unclear how employees and managers cope with and rebuild lost communication linkages.

In this paper I suggest that downsizing survivors’ perceptions of information adequacy are specifically influenced by changes in network centrality. I also propose that changes to perceived information adequacy influence these employees’ desire to remain employed with the company. To assess these propositions, I first discuss organizational change and downsizing. Next, I propose ways in which downsizing is likely to influence communication networks—in particular, network centrality. I’ll define centrality more completely in the context of the discussion below, but the essence of centrality is how firmly connected an individual is to the organization’s network, in terms of tightness, number of connections, and control over information flow. Finally, I present a discussion of network centrality and its likely relationship to downsizing survivors’ perceptions of information adequacy and how turnover intentions are influenced by changes in information flow during a layoff or reorganization.

When employees are dismissed from a work environment, the characterization of those layoffs by remaining employees may depend on their gain or loss of connections to network resources they view as valuable. Generally, however, remaining employees view downsizing in a negative light.

Communication Networks and Downsizing

While organizations typically divide their members into formal departments or functional groups, those divisions often don’t apply to the informal communication links that exist within and between formal work groups. As noted by Shah, employees maintain task and social relationships with each other, thus constituting the organization’s network. The friendship ties interrupted by downsizing may not be replaced quickly and their loss diminishes morale. Furthermore, Shah reported differing effects on friendship networks and advice networks six months following a downsizing. Friendship network centrality decreased, she found, and


After a downsizing the organization's communication network fluctuates, and remaining employees revise their communications to accommodate changed linkages.

advice network centrality increased. These findings suggest that employees' adjustments to a new network are, in part, tied to the organization's behavior following a downsizing, and it is likely that both the flow and effectiveness of communication influence remaining employees' perceptions and attitudes. Given the current knowledge of downsizing and communication networks it is reasonable to state that after a downsizing the organization's communication network fluctuates as some members are removed and remaining employees adjust to their new circumstances. Individuals will need to revise their communication and interaction to accommodate the loss or addition of communication linkages, eventually developing a reconfigured network.

The model presented in Exhibit 1 depicts how changes in information flow and employees' perceptions of information adequacy during a layoff influence survivors' turnover intentions as time goes by. In the model the vertical arrows characterize the proposed relationships among changes in centrality, changes in perceptions of information adequacy, and turnover intention at the first post-downsizing period (first column) and at the second post-downsizing period (second column). As I explain in greater detail below, although the centrality and information adequacy measurements are change scores (from one period to another) the turnover intentions are not change scores. Instead, turnover figures are measures of that variable at each time (that is, at two months and four months after the downsizing). Finally, the horizontal arrows depict the anticipated autocorrelation among centrality, information adequacy, and turnover intentions.

Network Centrality

Centrality, as presented by Freeman, can be described in terms of: (a) degree, or the number or percentage of individuals a network member is connected to, (b) closeness, or the reach an individual has in a network based on the minimum distance it takes for a member to contact all other members in the network, and (c) “betweenness,” which is the extent to which a network member mediates other network relationships and controls the flow of information in a network.

Although the three types of centrality overlap to some extent, each type captures slightly different relationships and network outcomes. As employees are removed from the network and existing relationships are reconfigured, an individual's centrality changes. Not everyone loses centrality, however, and some employees' centrality will increase (while others' decreases) depending on how their specific contacts are affected by the downsizing. While changes to downsizing survivors' number of network connections (degree centrality) and the distance between those connections (closeness centrality) are not trivial, changes to network members' betweenness centrality seem to be more directly related to perceptions of information adequacy than either degree or closeness centrality because of the role betweenness plays in information flow and control. As betweenness centrality changes for a particular network member, the amount of information that the individual controls changes as well. This is consistent with the proposition that direct, unmediated connections to others in a network tend to reduce tension and pressure, particularly for the gatekeepers of information in the network. Additionally, betweenness centrality is often considered the strongest measure of network involvement, since high levels of betweenness centrality are associated with a person's being a broker of information and

---

7 Shah, op.cit.
9 Shah, op.cit.; and Susskind, et al., op.cit.
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Exhibit 1

Proposed longitudinal model of network centrality, information adequacy, and turnover intentions

Hypotheses (H1–H7) are explained on following pages.
relationships. This seems particularly important after a layoff, when uncertainty is coupled with a need for work-related information. Therefore, the outcome of changes in betweenness centrality depends on changes in individuals’ control of information and volume of contact.

Information Adequacy

Regardless of hierarchical level, workers require information to perform their work-related duties. The perception that they are not receiving sufficient information can diminish employees’ willingness to participate in organizational change or personal development. A need for information under conditions of organizational change has been shown to be influenced by both contextual and individual factors. Contextual issues include ambiguity or performance pressure relative to the new organizational structure, while individual factors might be a tolerance for uncertainty or a need for control. Although perceptions of information adequacy vary among layoff survivors, downsizing affects the network’s betweenness centrality and information flow and likely causes shifts in survivors’ perceptions of work-related information adequacy.

Information sources in the post-downsizing network can be classified relative to source expertise and accessibility. Highly central network members are likely to be the most accessible, but the value that they bring to the network and their ability to broker information after a layoff may be considerably altered. Members losing network centrality are likely to report decreases in their perceptions of information adequacy and be more aware of information gaps and resource losses brought about by the downsizing. They may need to spend considerable time restoring lost connections in their networks and building trust before their perceptions of information adequacy are restored. Likewise, downsizing survivors may acquire a better network position following the downsizing and find access to and control of information that were not available to them before the downsizing. Therefore, I propose that a positive relationship exists between changes in centrality and changes in perceptions of information adequacy.

Hypothesis 1: Changes in betweenness centrality are positively related to changes in information adequacy from the pre-downsizing period to the first post-downsizing period.

Hypothesis 2: Changes in betweenness centrality are positively related to changes in information adequacy from the first post-downsizing period to the second period.

While the propositions regarding how changes in betweenness centrality are related to changes in information adequacy over time seem straightforward, the expected autocorrelation between changes in centrality and changes in information are less so. Individuals who experience changes in centrality and information adequacy from the pre-downsizing period to the first post-downsizing period—as either gains or losses—are less likely to experience similar shifts in subsequent periods as they adapt to the new network. The reason that these gains in centrality are not repeated between the first post-downsizing measurement and second period is that the initial downsizing reconfiguration has improved these employees’ position in the network, or at least increased their access to or control of information. By contrast, those who report losses in centrality in the first post-downsizing period will most likely need to make adjustments to their network in sub-
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13 Krackhardt, op.cit.; and Mullen et al., op. cit.
14 Susskind et al., op.cit.
18 Shah, op.cit.
sequent months to restore lost access to information. Such adjustments should mean gains in centrality in the second post-downsizing period for those who showed losses in the first post-downsizing period. These anticipated cross-lagged gains in the second post-downsizing period are created from the gains in information flow realized by their peers in the first post-downsizing environment. This process should result in negative autocorrelation among the change scores for both centrality and information adequacy. Consequently, I hypothesize:

**Hypothesis 3**: Changes in betweenness centrality at the first post-downsizing period will be negatively related to changes in betweenness centrality at the second post-downsizing period.

**Hypothesis 4**: Changes in information adequacy at the first post-downsizing period will be negatively related to changes in information adequacy at the second post-downsizing period.

Changes over Time and Turnover Intentions

As noted by Amburgey, Kelly, and Barnett, “organizational change can be both disruptive and adaptive.” Downsizing is a particularly disruptive organizational event that challenges survivors to restore a sense of order to their work environment. Job-related uncertainty and chaos in the post-downsizing environment are likely to cause individuals to realign their patterns of network interaction and information flow. An individual’s desire to leave a job is normally framed as a set of psychological responses to specific organizational conditions, typically beginning with daydreaming and culminating in a resignation. Studies generally find a negative relationship between turnover intentions and such emotional measures as organizational commitment and job satisfaction. While downsizing represents involuntary turnover for the majority of those dismissed, the intentions of remaining employees will strongly be influenced by unresolved job tension and the extent of their trust in management.

Survivors are more likely to consider leaving when their access to important job-related information diminishes as a result of the downsizing, particularly when they are not able to restore a sense of order to their work life. These factors may not be directly related to one’s network position or centrality, but centrality-related shifts in network structure are likely to influence future actions and adaptive behavior. Social-influence theory would suggest that workers’ perceptions and processing of organizational events (such as a layoff), are influenced by cues and communication from coworkers to whom they are directly connected. Therefore, based on social-influence theory, survivors’ doubts about remaining with the organization immediately after a layoff are likely to spill over to subsequent time periods. Stated more formally:

---

20 Ibid.
22 Susskind et al., op.cit.
In general, the faster that a downsizing survivor can reconnect to the network, the less likely that person is to think of leaving.

Hypothesis 5: Turnover intentions at the first post-downsizing period (T2) will be positively related to turnover intentions at the second post-downsizing period (T3).

While data describe how downsizing survivors are likely to react to equity issues surrounding a downsizing, little information exists regarding how survivors react to downsizing-induced changes in their communication networks, and how those changes influence survivors' work-related perceptions and attitudes. Just as information-sharing mechanisms have been shown to help further employees' ability to complete work-related activities and to enhance feelings of mutual trust and commitment toward the organization, so is it that not receiving adequate levels of pertinent work-related information diminishes downsizing survivors' certainty about their career futures, is believed to reduce levels of commitment to the organization, and is connected to turnover intentions. Therefore, employees' perceptions of information adequacy are particularly important during times of uncertainty, when employees have an enhanced need for information.

It could be expected then, that decreases in information adequacy are related to higher levels of turnover intentions because the loss of needed work-related information will likely prompt survivors to reevaluate their current employment relationship and their desire to remain employed in the post-downsizing environment. This is likely to be the most severe for survivors when the change in information flow interferes with their ability to perform their work-related duties and raises questions about their future with the company.

Hypothesis 6: Increases in information adequacy at the first post-downsizing period will be negatively related to turnover intentions at the first post-downsizing period.

Hypothesis 7: Increases in information adequacy at the second post-downsizing period will be negatively related to turnover intentions at the second post-downsizing period.

Procedure and Participants

One hundred and thirty employees working in an international hotel company's corporate office were surveyed prior to and following an organizational downsizing. Employees' network relationships, perceptions, and attitudes were first measured 60 days prior to the scheduled downsizing (T1), and then measured 60 days (T2) and 120 days (T3) afterwards. At all three data collection points the participants completed a communication network questionnaire and an attitude questionnaire; the participants provided demographic information at T1 only.

Just over half of the participants at T1 were male (56 percent), and all were between the ages of 20 and 57 (M = 33.42). Seventeen of them had been employed for one year or less, thirty had been employed between one and two years, forty-six between two and five years, and thirty-seven for five years or more. Representatives of the following seven of the hotel's departments participated each time: accounting and finance, facilities engineering, general administration, marketing, personnel, and rooms. These seven departments represented 78 percent of the headquarters staff. Of the thirty-seven employees who did not participate in the study, nine were from the legal department, twelve from the customer support unit, and twelve from the food-service management unit. In addition, the eight top-level managers (such as the CEO, CFO, and the vice-presidents) did not participate in the survey. After the layoff, only two of the remaining employees from the original sample missed one questionnaire administration (one at T2 and one at T3). Additionally, one respondent was initially included in sample, but left the company prior to the questionnaire administra-

29 Casey et al., op.cit.; Johnson et al., op.cit.; Miller et al., op.cit.; and Mishra and Spreitzer, op.cit.
30 Feeley and Barnett, op.cit.
31 Abelson, op.cit.; Ibid.; and Mishra and Spreitzer, op.cit.
32 Morrison and Vancouver, op.cit.
33 Casey et al., op.cit.; Johnson et al., op.cit.; Miller et al., op.cit.; Mishra and Spreitzer, op.cit.; and Morrison and Vancouver, op.cit.
tion at T1 and so never participated. The remainder of the sample completed and returned all three questionnaires, for a final valid sample of \( N = 91 \).

The hotel company reorganized and downsized its corporate headquarters to reduce redundancy. The general corporate structure and reporting relationships remained consistent, making this layoff a reduction in force rather than an organization restructuring. The downsizing announcement was made thirty days prior to its implementation. After being given career counseling, the affected employees were offered an incentive for “early retirement,” were given the opportunity to take operation-level positions within the company, or simply were dismissed. Each affected employee was given one month of severance pay in addition to the thirty-day advance notice. The thirty-three downsized employees were evenly divided between men and women, averaged about thirty-three years old, and reflected the overall pattern of the headquarters staff in terms of their length of service.

Fifty-six of the 97 remaining employees were men, with an average age of 32. The remaining employees varied in their tenure with the organization with 13 employed for one year or less, 20 employed between one and two years, 35 employed between two and five years, and 29 employed for five years or greater.

**Measurement and Analyses**

As outlined above, I measured the respondents’ betweenness centrality, perceived information adequacy, and turnover intentions three times to assess how their communication patterns and attitudes changed. Data were analyzed using ordinary least squares path analysis. Details of the data collection, data transformation, and analyses are presented in the appendix.

### Results

The descriptive statistics and correlations of the final scale variables are reported above in Exhibit 2 and the path coefficients and their standard errors are reported in Exhibit 3 (overleaf). As detailed below, the initial path analyses revealed that the hypothesized model fit the data very well, with six of the seven hypothesized path linkages identified as statistically significant in the model. Moreover, sampling error analyses revealed no misspecifications in the model.

The path between changes in centrality at T2 and changes in information adequacy at T2 was significant (path coefficient = .29, \( p < .01 \)), indicating that changes in centrality between the pre-and post-downsizing networks influenced the downsizing survivors’ perceptions of information adequacy during that time (Hypothesis 1 supported). Hypothesis 2 was not supported because the path between changes in centrality at T3 and changes in information adequacy at T3 was not significant (path coefficient = .09). This finding suggests that shifts in centrality between the two versions of the post-downsizing network were not connected to changes in the survivors’ perceptions of information adequacy during the corresponding time periods. The hypothesized autocorrelation between changes in centrality at T2 and T3 was negative and significant showing a moderate negative relationship (path coefficient = -.32, \( p < .001 \)), indicating that changes in centrality from two months out were inversely related to those four months afterwards (Hypothesis 3 supported). Likewise, the hypothesized autocorrelation between changes in information adequacy at T2 and T3 was significant and strongly negative (path coefficient = -.69, \( p < .001 \)), indicating that changes in information adequacy...
Exhibit 3

Longitudinal model of network centrality, information adequacy, and turnover intentions, with correlations and significance

Note: Listwise N = 91, path coefficients are unstandardized, and their standard errors are presented in parentheses. 

\[ p < .05, \; \star \, \star \, \star \, = \; p < .01, \; \text{and} \; \star \star \star \, \star \, \star \, = \; p < .001. \]
adequacy were also inversely related from one sample time to the next (Hypothesis 4 supported). Turnover intentions at T2 were moderately related to turnover intentions at T3 (path coefficient = .37, p < .05), indicating that employees’ turnover intentions at T2 influenced their turnover intentions at T3. Last, Hypothesis 6 and Hypothesis 7 were both supported, as changes in perceptions of information adequacy at T2 and T3 negatively and significantly influenced turnover intentions (path coefficient = -.78, p < .001 and path coefficient = -.68, p < .001, at T2 and T2, respectively). More specifically, this relationship changed over time with losses in information adequacy (M = -1.38) leading to higher levels of turnover intentions (M = 3.48) at T2, and increases in information adequacy (M = 1.57) leading to lower levels of turnover intentions (M = 1.85) at T3.

Discussion

A primary goal of this investigation was to describe how individuals react to downsizing-induced changes in information flow. This investigation connects changes in communication networks to downsizing survivors’ perceptions and reactions over time and offers new insight into the interpersonal mechanisms that shape attitudinal variables and behavioral intentions after a layoff.

The study revealed that changes to downsizing survivors’ network centrality in the months immediately following a layoff were positively related to changes in perceptions of information adequacy, while changes in information adequacy were negatively related to turnover intentions at both survey times. The model presented as Exhibit 3 represented these data quite well, tapping into reactions for the three survey times during six months of an organization’s history. Below I will discuss the results of the study as they relate to support for the hypotheses, its limitations, and its pragmatic implications.

Support for the Hypotheses

Δ centrality to Δ information adequacy. While a positive relationship existed between changes in centrality and changes in information sufficiency in both survey periods, the relationship was significant in the model only at T2. The findings connected changes in information flow to survivors’ perceptions of work-related information adequacy. Changes in centrality were related to changes in information adequacy only in the time period immediately following the downsizing. The nonsignificant relationship noted from T2 to T3 suggests that once a post-downsizing network begins to stabilize, adjustments to network relationships following the initial downsizing have a less significant influence on survivors’ perceptions of information adequacy. This finding highlights the difference between downsizing-induced changes and changes that develop in subsequent months.

Δ information adequacy to turnover intentions. Changes in employees’ ratings of information adequacy were significantly related to their turnover intentions in both post-downsizing periods. At T2 survivors who reported decreases in information adequacy reported a higher level of turnover intentions compared to their peers who reported gains in information adequacy. It is possible that those who gained contacts after the layoff had greater access to support that, in turn, lowered their negative perceptions toward their job situation. Conversely, survivors who reported decreases in information adequacy at T2 reported a higher level of turnover intentions.

Individuals’ reactions to the downsizing were generally negative two months after the event, but people had mostly recovered their equilibrium after four months. Prior downsizing studies have found that employees’ negative perceptions of the situation typically remain negative until a sense of security and stability emerges.

The study revealed that changes to downsizing survivors’ network centrality in the months immediately following a layoff are positively related to changes in perceptions of information adequacy, while changes in information adequacy are negatively related to turnover intentions at both survey times. The model presented as Exhibit 3 represented these data quite well, tapping into reactions for the three survey times during six months of an organization’s history. Below I will discuss the results of the study as they relate to support for the hypotheses, its limitations, and its pragmatic implications.

Support for the Hypotheses

Δ centrality to Δ information adequacy. While a positive relationship existed between changes in centrality and changes in information sufficiency in both survey periods, the relationship was significant in the model only at T2. The findings connected changes in information flow to survivors’ perceptions of work-related information adequacy. Changes in centrality were related to changes in information adequacy only in the time period immediately following the downsizing. The nonsignificant relationship noted from T2 to T3 suggests that once a post-downsizing network begins to stabilize, adjustments to network relationships following the initial downsizing have a less significant influence on survivors’ perceptions of information adequacy. This finding highlights the difference between downsizing-induced changes and changes that develop in subsequent months.

Δ information adequacy to turnover intentions. Changes in employees’ ratings of information adequacy were significantly related to their turnover intentions in both post-downsizing periods. At T2 survivors who reported decreases in information adequacy reported a higher level of turnover intentions compared to their peers who reported gains in information adequacy. It is possible that those who gained contacts after the layoff had greater access to support that, in turn, lowered their negative perceptions toward their job situation. Conversely, survivors who reported decreases in information adequacy at T2 reported a higher level of turnover intentions.

Individuals’ reactions to the downsizing were generally negative two months after the event, but people had mostly recovered their equilibrium after four months. Prior downsizing studies have found that employees’ negative perceptions of the situation typically remain negative until a sense of security and stability emerges.

In times of uncertainty, workers may rely on support from their coworkers and supervisors to regain a sense of control and aid in their adjustment to their changing work environment. Future research should determine the role of support from both coworkers and supervisors, particularly as it relates to network configurations and resulting attitudes over time.

Changes in centrality across time. The downsizing’s effects on the survivors’ network centrality differed from T2 to T3. First, the centrality change scores at T2 and T3 showed a negative test–retest correlation over time (r = -.32, p < .01), indicating that the direction of changes in centrality in one post-downsizing period was inversely related to the direction of changes in the other period. Survivors who showed losses in centrality immediately following the downsizing apparently adjusted to those changes, reconstituted their network based on the new conditions, and showed gains in centrality thereafter. Likewise, those survivors who initially showed gains in centrality at T2 adjusted their network after the initial downsizing period and most likely forfeited portions of their newly acquired centrality to accommodate the need for change among those who lost centrality in the previous time period. Second, the magnitude of the change in centrality at T2 was much greater than that found at T3, reflecting a stabilizing network. At T2, the change ranged from -2.34 to 9.74, while at T3 the change in centrality
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35 Brockner et al., op.cit.; Davy et al., op.cit.; Mishra and Spreitzer, op.cit.;
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ranged from -3.57 to 3.01. This set of findings also highlights the differential effects of voluntary changes to a network and involuntary changes. The clearly involuntary changes recorded at T2 reflected the adjustment and realignment necessitated by the downsizing. At T3, however, no personnel were involuntarily removed from the network, and any changes were made by network members themselves, probably to improve their position based on their perceived work-related needs.

Changes in information adequacy across time. Like centrality, the information adequacy change scores at T2 and T3 showed a negative test–retest correlation ($r = -.61$, $p < .001$), indicating that increases measured at one post-downsizing period were associated with decreases at the other time. The reported levels of information adequacy decreased right after the layoffs, as shown by an average of -1.38 points from T1 to T2. Adequacy ratings returned to pre-downsizing levels by T3, however, with a change of 1.57 from T2 to T3. Thus, the remaining employees generally sensed that information adequacy had been restored four months after the layoffs.

Changes in turnover intentions across time. Unlike centrality and information adequacy, turnover intentions showed a negative but nonsignificant test–retest correlation at T2 and T3 ($r = -.05$, n.s.), indicating that we can make no definitive statement about changes in turnover intentions from two months to four months out. In general, turnover intentions were high at T2 ($M = 3.48$, $SD = 1.07$), and notably lower at T3 ($M = 1.85$, $SD = .98$). What is of more interest, however, was the relationship revealed in Exhibit 3’s model that showed a moderate positive longitudinal relationship between T2 and T3 turnover intentions. The implication of this finding is that survivors’ turnover intentions at T2 may not be the sole precursor of subsequent turnover intentions. When combined with the direct and indirect influences from changes in network flow and information adequacy a positive longitudinal relationship emerged.

Study Limitations

Measurement intervals are an important consideration in research relating to changes in employees’ perceptions and attitudes.\(^{38}\) If I had spaced my tests at intervals other than two months, I might have seen different results. I found that the reports of information adequacy and turnover intentions had returned to pre-downsizing levels within four months, but if I had collected information at thirty-day intervals or six months later (as did Shah), my data might be starkly different.\(^{39}\) Remaining employees still harbored negative feelings two months after the layoffs, but by four months they seemed to have come to terms with the downsizing. It would be interesting to determine exactly when the survivors’ reactions shifted to the positive side, and what factors influenced that shift. Consequently, until more data are collected prior to and following downsizing, the degree and timing of remaining employees’ reactions will not be fully known. Therefore, the researcher should specify the rationale for selecting sampling times for longitudinal research attempting to gauge change.\(^{40}\) As more longitudinal studies are conducted, clearer ground will be established to guide the selection of network content and sampling intervals.

One issue for this study is that its sample was relatively small. While a larger sample may have been methodologically preferable, the sample of this study was inherently limited by the organization itself. This sample represented eight of the eleven departments in the corporate office and captured 78 percent of the total network. As is true here, studies of organizational networks are necessarily limited by the size of the organization. It seems unwise, therefore, to insist that only “large” field samples be examined. Certainly, field studies are a necessary element to building our knowledge of networks, statistical and methodological concerns notwithstanding.

Pragmatic Implications

Social, human, and financial capital is exchanged to varying degrees among participants in a network. When network relationships are interrupted by an event such as a downsizing, remaining employees need time to develop network access and reestablish their position in that network.\(^{41}\) While changes in centrality following a layoff influence survivors’ turnover intentions, it is clear that changes to survivors’ access to and control of information immediately following a downsizing are most critical. This study indicates that as time goes on network stabilization has a calming effect on the organization and its remaining employees’ attitudes. At


\(^{39}\) Shah, op.cit.

\(^{40}\) Zaheer et al., op.cit.

Changes to survivors’ access to and control of information immediately following a downsizing are most critical.

a minimum, employees who remain with the organization require enhanced work-related information to help them with the transition from previous arrangements to a point of stability that would be reached in the space of a few months (about four, according to this study). To some degree I also can suggest that the stabilization of a post-downsizing network (evidenced by smaller shifts in centrality) leads to higher perceptions of information adequacy and improved job-related attitudes. This assertion is based on three additional assumptions. First, individuals are assumed to have a sense for whether they are receiving adequate work-related information; second, individuals are expected to know which network members possess or have the ability to possess the needed information; and third, individuals are able to affect their network position to optimize or change their information flow.

Researchers and managers alike may find it useful to examine network centrality when considering the influence of a workforce reduction on remaining employees as one of the many characteristics in organizational network. Changes in the network will require some level of individual member adjustment, but once employees reestablish their network contacts, perceptions of organizational activities and improved job-related attitudes. This assertion is based on three additional assumptions. First, individuals are assumed to have a sense for whether they are receiving adequate work-related information; second, individuals are expected to know which network members possess or have the ability to possess the needed information; and third, individuals are able to affect their network position to optimize or change their information flow.

Using a questionnaire, I gathered communication network data to assess each participant’s work-related contacts. Respondents were asked to specify the people with whom they regularly communicated in the corporate office during the course of a normal work week. To aid recollections, each participant was given an alphabetized directory containing the names of the corporate employees in the sample listed by department. When I administered the questionnaire, I reminded respondents to report only relationships related to the performance of their jobs, since I hoped to limit the study to their formal work relationships and exclude personal relationships. The likelihood of collecting strictly work-related relationships in a questionnaire such as this is slender, however, since many instrumental and personal relationships overlap. Nevertheless, the focus of this data collection was on formal relationships. This self-report data collection technique is one of several available to measure communication network relationships, and represents a pre-selected, fixed respondent set, based on a nominal approach to defining boundaries for the sample.

I created a symmetrical $130 \times 130$ matrix to represent the pre-downsizing network with cell entry $x_{ij}$ set to 1 if either employee in a given pair reported a relationship or set to 0 if neither participant acknowledged a relationship. In the same way, I developed a $97 \times 97$ matrix to represent both post-downsizing networks. There was a high level of reported agreement among the network relationships in each of the three time periods, where both members of a dyad recognized the same relationship 98.32 percent of the time at T1, 96.71 percent of the time at T2, and 96.07 percent of the time at T3. This high level of symmetry among reported relationships was likely facilitated by the use of the departmentalized directory to collect the data.

Using UCINET version 5.3 I calculated betweenness centrality for the 97 downsizing survivors by determining the extent to which each network member appeared on the shortest link between two different actors. The normalized centrality values were used to correct for size differences between the pre- and post-downsizing networks.
To identify changes in downsizing survivors’ betweenness centrality, I calculated two change scores for each participant. The first change score was derived by subtracting the T1 betweenness centrality scores from T2 scores, capturing the change in centrality from the pre-downsizing period to the first post-downsizing period. Similarly, the second change score was derived by subtracting the T2 betweenness centrality scores from T3 scores, representing the change in each participant’s centrality from the first post-downsizing period to the second post-downsizing period. A positive change score indicated an increase in centrality. Reliability coefficients were not calculated for the change scores because they were derived from a single-item indicator.

Survey measurement
Survey measures evaluated the participants’ perceptions of information adequacy and turnover intentions using a five-choice Likert-type metric by asking the respondents to indicate their level of agreement with the questions (strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly disagree). Information adequacy was measured using a four-item instrument developed by Miller et al. A sample item from this measure is: “I am thoroughly satisfied with the information I receive about what’s going on at this company.” The reliability of the measure was \( \alpha = .83 \) at T1, \( \alpha = .86 \) at T2, and \( \alpha = .96 \) at T3. Calculations of information adequacy proceeded in a fashion similar to that of centrality change. Again, a positive score represented an increase in information adequacy in both cases. The reliability of the first change score was \( \alpha = .84 \) and the reliability of the second change score was \( \alpha = .89 \).

Turnover intentions were assessed using a two-item measure. A sample item from this measure is: “I frequently think of quitting this job.” The reliabilities of the turnover intentions measure were \( \alpha = .85 \) at T2 and \( \alpha = .77 \) at T3. Change scores were not used for the turnover intentions variable.

Analyses
The latent path model presented as Exhibit 1 was tested using least squares path analysis. Model adequacy was assessed based on the recommendations that: (a) global \( \chi^2 \) tests for the sum of squared error for the model be non-significant at the \( p > .05 \) level; (b) each link be tested for significance by calculating a confidence interval around the observed coefficients; and (c) sampling error analyses be applied to each unspecified link in the model to ensure that the hypothesized model did not exclude any relevant links from consideration in the model.

To support the least squares analyses described above and to yield additional fit indices, the model presented as Exhibit 3 was tested using a maximum likelihood approach with LISREL 8.12a. To test the path model I followed Hayduk’s recommendations. By default, the error terms were permitted to correlate, and no other relationships other than those specified in the path diagram were permitted to correlate in the structural analyses. To adjust for measurement error in the scale values within the path model, the paths from the latent variables to the indicators were set to the square root of the scale reliability. Additionally, the error variance was set to equal the variance of the scale multiplied by one minus the reliability. These procedures fix the proportion of error variance assigned to each factor based on the scale reliabilities and the relevant variance associated with each factor. To supplement the sampling assessment of fit using PATHE, the CFI and RMR fit statistics are reported.—A.M.S.
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